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Crown Pavilions have been leading the way for over a decade in designing, 
manufacturing, delivering and installing the finest garden rooms in the world to 
an international client base. Everything is produced in-house at our Oxfordshire 
headquarters and by working in this careful way at every level, we ensure our 
quality control and service never falls below our own benchmark for excellence.

At Crown Pavilions, we are passionate about creating beautiful living spaces for 
the garden. Our garden rooms are designed and individually hand crafted in our 
Oxfordshire workshops to ensure unsurpassed quality and attention to detail. 

It is a particularly exciting time as we are now introducing a brand new collection 
of standard garden rooms whereby each building will come at a set size, with set 
features at a set price – similar to what we offer with our award-winning luxury 
wooden gazebos and bespoke buildings.

The Garden Room Collection is currently available in the ‘Sandringham’ design and 
will be followed shortly with the ‘Clarence’ and the ‘Buckingham’. All three designs 
within the collection will come in a range of sizes and specifications. There is also 
an option to upgrade any building from a pent roof which comes as standard to a 
hipped cedar tiled roof on request.

There are of course optional add-ons that you may decide to select; underfloor 
electric heating, wall mounted slimline electric panel heaters, perhaps air 

Proud sponsors of the London and Southampton Boat Show
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Crown bespoke pool house with a cedar tiled roof The ‘Sandringham’ part of the Garden Room Collection  (cedar cladding 7.5m x 5m)

The Garden Room Collection by Crown PavilionsAbout us
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The ‘Sandringham’ with a pent roof. Part of the Garden Room Collection (Thermowood cladding 6.5m x 4.5m)

“ Crown Pavilions are magnificent. They are not much 
(if any) more expensive than the ‘bog standard’ 
garden studio firms, but are exceptional in terms 
of build quality, dependability and speed. Their 
team was charming, very hard working and very 
low maintenance. We cannot recommend Crown 
Pavilions any more highly, and now in only two weeks 
we have the most beautiful garden studio.

Paul Miller

conditioning if you want to use your garden building as a gym, external lighting and additional sockets (beyond 
what is in the package) can also be purchased at an additional set cost.

The Garden Room Collection by Crown Pavilions is also available in a choice of fully certified premium grade 
Canadian cedar or the high rt machinery. Before leaving the workshops, it is thoroughly hand checked before 
being installed by a highly skilled team who work to exacting standards. 

Most important of all, Crown Pavilions promises to deliver an outdoor room that looks stunning and performs 
beautifully and which you can enjoy in comfort and style all year round. ”
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There is something satisfying about knowing that your beautiful new garden room 
has been handcrafted in the British countryside by skilled joiners that are passionate 
about their trade. 

Every garden room that leaves our Oxfordshire workshop has been lovingly nurtured 
from the moment the rough sawn timber arrives in our yard to the minute you stand 
back and admire the fine structure that graces your outdoor space. Your new garden 
room is a genuine labour of love that has undergone the closest scrutiny at every 
stage of production. Indeed it is of paramount importance to us that every finished 
product is worthy of the Crown Pavilions signature.

Everyone who works for Crown Pavilions is committed to the same ethos: to ensure 
that we stay at the top of our industry and remain the discerning property owner’s 
first choice for quality British made garden rooms.

Across the world, clients agree that our garden rooms are amongst the finest 
anywhere. With an impressive client list including names like Champneys Health Spa, 
Duncan Bannatyne, Gloria Hunniford and even the Grand Duke of Luxembourg, you 
can be confident that when you commission a garden room from Crown Pavilions you 
are commissioning a British made product that will exceed your expectations in every 
way at highly competitive prices.

Leading the way, manufactured in the UK



The ‘Sandringham’ part of the Garden Room Collection (Thermowood cladding 7.5m x 4m)

“ I have been considering a garden room for several 
years now. An additional room I could use for work 
and recreation. There are so many companies in the 
market that we really wanted to take our time in 
finding the best company in the UK manufacturing 
garden rooms. In my opinion Crown Pavilions was 
simply the stand out company which stood head and 
shoulders above anyone else. Now the garden room 
is complete, I can say that we are thrilled with the 
quality of the building, the service throughout was 
outstanding and I would not hesitate to recommend 
Crown Pavilions to anyone considering a garden 
room. In my opinion they are the UK's market leaders 
by a long way. Great company!

Nicky Clarke OBE
Celebrity hairdresser and entrepreneur
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Bespoke garden room by Crown Pavilions (cedar)

“ I love Crown Pavilions; we have just had our 
second installation in Darlington. The first one 
was at our Hastings hotel four years ago and 
it has weathered beautifully. They both look 
fantastic. The team were amicable, efficient, 
they turned up on time, got the job done, just 
a great company to deal with. I would certainly 
recommend Crown Pavilions.

Duncan Bannatyne
BBC’s Dragons’ Den
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Bespoke garden room by Crown Pavilions (Thermowood)

“ When I first saw the garden room I thought it was 
just ace. It was the best we had seen...

I can see us using it all year round, even for Christmas 
dinner.

Gloria Hunniford
TV and Radio presenter
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Garden 
Room 

Collection

The world’s finest garden rooms

The ‘Sandringham’ part of the Garden Room Collection (cedar cladding 6m x 4m)
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Structurally superior 
•  Robust, sturdy and built to last, your garden room will be constructed on site as a single, solid unit, not a prefabricated 

building bolted together. This results in a much stronger build that will stand the test of time. All our walls are 
190mm thick (to comply with TRADA guidelines). Most competitors’ walls are only 120-140mm thick.

•  Fully insulated walls, floor and ceiling using 100mm Celotex and thermally efficient Rockwool slabs for all year 
warmth and comfort.

•  20 year guarantee on the structural integrity and against timber decay, the Crown garden room sits in a league of 
its own.

•  All of our designers are TRADA trained. TRADA (the Timber Research and Development Association) is an 
international membership organisation dedicated to inspiring and informing best practice design, specification and 
use of wood in the built environment and related fields.

•  We build to TRADA guidelines – meaning that all of our buildings have correct insulation and correct joist spacing, 
fixtures and fittings. We use correct breathable membranes, correct air gap spacing and correct timber sizing. No 
other company does this.

•  All doors and windows are made from premium grade solid hardwood (FSC certified). 

•  To ensure a perfect finish, all of our doors and windows are spray painted or lacquered within our very own 
Oxfordshire workshop and will certainly stand the test of time. 

Why choose garden rooms by Crown Pavilions?

Our experience with Crown Pavilions was positive 
from start to finish. They helped us design 
and fully customise a building that absolutely 
met both our specific needs and wants from a 
bespoke luxury purchase. The work was carried 
out professionally and to a high standard by a 
very friendly, approachable and hard-working 
team and was completed on time. The quality of 
the end result was excellent in our opinion, with 
the finished building being exactly what we had 
designed and agreed, and with the quality of the 
finish being such that there were no areas to ‘fix’. 
The materials and standards used are of a high 
quality, with great attention to detail in crucial 
areas. Considering the design was a bespoke one, 
that catered to our specific requirements in many 
areas, one of the most pleasing things was that 
the end product exactly matched the design and 
specifications we’d been sold - there was no point 
where we were told that the design could not be 
delivered quite as planned for some unforeseen 
technical reason, as is often the case; and there 
were no additional costs along the way. Everyone 
at Crown Pavilions was professional, customer-
focussed, approachable and friendly to deal with. 
In a nutshell, we got exactly what we hoped for 
in terms of design and service and ended up with 
a building that is practical, impressive, makes the 
most of the garden space and is a fantastic place 
to entertain. Thanks!

Mr and Mrs Hoskin, Oxfordshire

“ 
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“  Exceptional standards.

The service has been excellent and the 
lads who did the work were exceptional 
in their desire to make the job look as 
good as physically possible.

Crown Pavilions Ltd has an excellent 
customer ethic and their employees 
who did the work were meticulous, 
well-mannered and the clean up job 
afterwards was so good that you would 
never know anyone had been there...

Kind regards & thank you.

Steve & Lynne H, Suffolk
High specification glazing

Planitherm 4s

• There is no better glazing solution for your conservatory or garden room than Planitherm 4S. It offers a high 
level of thermal insulation in colder months but with the benefit of being able to manage the risk of excess 
heat gain even in the strongest, direct summertime sunshine. That’s why we call it 4 Seasons - whatever 
time of year, Planitherm 4S has the right blend of multifunctionality to provide an effective solution.

• U-value 1.0 W/m2K (4(16) 4 unit with 90% argon gas filling).

• Exceptional solar factor keeping you cool in the summer and warm in the winter.

• All windows are double glazed and argon gas-filled – for an outstanding U-value.

• All windows have an optional upgrade to have the highest quality Italian internal blinds – which means 
zero maintenance, zero cleaning and complete peace of mind as each blind has been manufactured and 
integrated within the sealed double glazed units.

”



“ Just love it!

The whole team were extremely professional 
and on hand to help with any queries pre 
delivery. The building team were great and 
worked very hard all day to complete their 
task.

The pavilion looks absolutely amazing and 
has created a wonderful eating and relaxing 
area at the end of our garden. We are very 
pleased with the final look and can’t wait to 
show it off to our friends and family! Already 
planning having Christmas dinner in it!!

Angie, Surrey

A roof that is built to last carrying a 20 year guarantee

EPDM pent roof

•  All of the garden rooms within our collection come as standard with a pent roof (a roof consisting of a single 
sloping surface) with available options (on request) for a pitched or gable end roof modification. Our pent roofs 
carry a 20 year warranty as we only use the best EPDM rubber available on the market.

•  EPDM is a flexible roofing material and unlike conventional asphalt roofing, there is no stress failure from structural 
movement due to the minimum 300% elongation of EPDM.

Withstands temperature extremes

•  EPDM membrane will not split, crack or rupture due to extreme temperature fluctuations. It has a flexibility range of  
-59 degrees centigrade to 149 degrees centigrade.

Few or no joints

•  A commercial or residential Rubberall® EPDM membrane installation will contain few (if any) joints. Due to the 
wide range of sheet sizes most flat roof applications can be installed in one piece. Any membrane joints that are 
necessary are installed using Rubberall® Seam Tape that is proven to perform over time with no maintenance.

|11

The ‘Sandringham’ part of the Garden Room Collection (cedar cladding 6m x 5m)
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Thermowood external cladding (included) or Canadian Western Red Cedar Cladding (optional upgrade)
Thermowood (included as standard) and Canadian Western Red Cedar (optional upgrade) are the premium external cladding materials available on the market. Both provide excellent 
thermal properties and are incredibly durable.  This is just one of many reasons that a garden room by Crown Pavilions is truly an investment for the future, adding value and additional 
living space at the same time.

As both Thermowood and Canadian Western Red Cedar are so durable, we offer a 20 year guarantee against decay.  

Electrics
All of our garden rooms come with high quality brushed stainless steel switches, sockets and dimmers as standard, unlike competitors that charge extra for these upgrades.

In addition, all lighting and sockets are included within each garden room (the number of points included is dependent on the size of the garden room chosen.) All pre-wired and ready 
for final connections. Excluding running services from mains supply to the garden room fuse box. This can be quoted for separately on request.

Electric heating and air conditioning options are also available on request (please see optional upgrades). TV points, customised AV, integrated sound systems and network connections 
can all be specified and quoted for on request.

Plumbing
Kitchenettes, bathrooms, saunas and steam rooms are all available on request and can be quoted for separately should you require any of these items within your garden room.

Ground works and mains connections
Ground preparations  for your garden room can be carried out by Crown Pavilions (please see optional upgrades). The Crown team can also carry out all other  associated ground works 
(for instance, running an armoured cable, water and even the waste pipe from the mains to the garden room) on request. 

All of our buildings are installed by an in house team of professionals – and our electricians and plumbers have been working with us for many years, so you can rest assured that the 
entire process will be seamless from start to finish. Our dedicated in house customer services team and project managers work tirelessly to ensure you receive a product and service 
which is second to none.

“ I’m sitting in my garden thrilled that companies like you 
still exist. You’ve delivered what you said you would, 
arrived on time, kept me informed and supplied a beautiful 
product. Thanks so much.

Mrs Oakes, Hertfordshire

The ‘Sandringham’ part of the Garden Room Collection (cedar cladding 4m x 3.5m)
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A design to suit every garden – 
and every budget

Crown Pavilions has been leading the way for over a decade 
in designing, manufacturing, delivering and installing the 
finest garden rooms in the world. Everything is produced 
in-house at our Oxfordshire headquarters and by working 
in this meticulous way at every level we ensure our quality 
control and service never falls below our own benchmark 
for excellence.

We are very proud and excited to introduce this brand new 
collection of standard garden rooms, whereby you can 
choose a set size, with set features at a set price –  similar 
to what we offer with our award-winning luxury wooden 
gazebos.
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Example size

Example size (for illustration purposes only)All buildings include:
• Fully insulated ceiling, floor and walls 

(100mm)

• External - Thermowood cladding

• Internal - Painted Dulux White Matt 
plasterboard walls and ceiling

• Pent (Lean-To) EPDM roof  
(life expectancy of 20 years)

• Premium grade laminated flooring 

• Lighting and sockets (pre-wired)

• Hardwood doors (lacquered or spray 
painted)

• Integrated Venetian blinds

• Delivery and installation  
(Mainland UK)

The Sandringham
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Pricing Guide
All prices inclusive of VAT

0% Interest Free finance available, subject to status
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2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6
Width (m)

d
Ep

t
h

  £8,600   £10,320   £12,040   £13,770   £15,490   £17,210   £18,930   £20,650 

 £10,320   £12,390   £14,450   £16,520   £18,580   £20,650   £22,720  £24,780 

 £12,040   £14,450   £16,860   £19,270   £21,680   £24,090   £26,500   £28,910 

 £13,770   £16,520   £19,270   £22,030   £24,780   £27,540   £30,290  £33,040 

 £15,490   £18,580   £21,680   £24,780   £27,880   £30,980   £34,080   £37,170 

 £17,210   £20,650  £24,090  £27,540   £30,980   £34,420   £37,860   £41,310 

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5



Pricing Guide
All prices inclusive of VAT

0% Interest Free finance available, subject to status
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6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10
Width (m)

d
Ep

t
h

 £22,370   £24,090   £25,810   £27,540   £29,260   £30,980   £32,700   £34,420 

 £26,850   £28,910   £30,980   £33,040   £35,110   £37,170   £39,240  £41,310 

 £31,320   £33,730   £36,140   £38,550   £40,960  £43,370 £45,780 £48,190

 £35,800   £38,550   £41,310  £44,060 £46,810 £49,570 £52,320 £55,080

 £40,270 £43,370 £46,470 £49,570 £52,670 £55,760 £58,860 £61,960

  £44,750 £48,190 £51,630 £55,080 £58,520 £61,960 £65,400 £68,850

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5



Electrics:
Included:
Brushed stainless steel 3 gang dimmer switch. 
Recessed spotlights set up accordingly to internal ceiling m2 (with spacing 1m to 1.3m) for optimal lighting
Consumer unit (All wiring ready for final connection, excluding price to connect to main supply).
Building m2:
6m2 to 12m2  3 Double sockets
12m2+ to 20m2 4 Double sockets
20m2+ to 30m2 5 Double sockets

Doors:
One set of spray painted hardwood doors (on the front of the building, and built based on width size):

Building width                     French Doors                  x3 Bi-folds                       x4 Bi-folds                   x5 Bi-folds
                                                   (in 1m widths)
2.5m - 3.5m ✓ x x x
4m - 4.5m ✓ ✓ x x
5m - 5.5m ✓ ✓ ✓ x
6m - 10m x2 sets x2 sets ✓ ✓

Price includes
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Additional doors and windows:
Additional doors and windows can be added if leaving a 0.5m space from corners of building on both sides of doors 
and windows.
•   1m x 1m Top Hung Window  £980
•   0.8m (W) x 2m (L) Fixed window  £1,050
•   1m wide 2m high door   £1,290
•   French doors up to 2m wide  £2,500
•   x3 bi-fold doors    £3,800
•   x4 bi-fold doors    £5,060
•   x5 bi-fold doors    £6,330
All windows are double glazed and argon gas filled. Integrated Venetian blinds included. Residential grade locking 
system on all doors.

Ground screw foundation system: 
£180 per m2 of the building floor area (subject to survey 
as this is only an indicative cost).
Please note: Ground must be level

Heating:
Electric Wall Panel Heater £250
Electric Underfloor Heating Optional Upgrade
Wall Mounted Air Con  Optional Upgrade

Storage space: 
Add an additional integrated storage space within
your chosen garden footprint  £900

Optional upgrades

Upgrade from Thermowood to Cedar (external) cladding add 10% onto building price.

Upgrade from pent (lean-to) EPDM roof to pitched Cedar tiled roof:
Add 25% on buildings 6m2 - 16m2
Add 20% on buildings above 16m2

|17
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Redwood 
Crown’s premium grade Redwood remains at the core 
of the collection. For centuries Redwood has been 
used throughout Europe in the construction of log 
cabins, chalets and alpine homes. Crown continues 
this tradition, selecting the best quality, FSC European 
Redwood, fully treated to withstand all weathers. 

Cedar
Crown’s Canadian Western Red Cedar is equally 
prestigious, introduced to give our clients a wider 
choice. Stunning to look at, it has formidable natural 
properties. As one of the world’s most durable woods, 
it is resistant to moisture and decay and has long been 
the premier choice for outdoor furniture, hot tubs 
and saunas. 

Crown quality
Whether you choose Redwood or Cedar, you can rest 
assured that all pavilions come with Crown’s signature 
mark of quality. Our timber is cut to more than 
generous sizes and our designs never compromise on 
space. 

Finally, just like you, we care about the environment. 
All of our timber is FSC and PEFC, meaning it has been 
carefully selected from well managed and certified 
forests. 

Marine grade fabric
To finish your Crown Pavilion, we offer a selection of 
blinds and cushions made from top quality marine 
grade, acrylic canvas. Perfectly suited to withstand 
the rigours of the outside environment, it is a high 
performance fabric, woven with a natural canvas 
appearance. And as quality is paramount at Crown, 
the canvas is woven from solution dyed yarns rather 
than being vat dyed, giving it maximum resistance to 
UV and fading.

NEW! An upgrade blind is now available with full 
length, UV coated PVC windows.

Luxury wooden gazebos by Crown Pavilions

Exclusive Package Offer £19,950 inc VAT (in European Redwood)
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Crown Windsor (redwood)



Exclusive Package Offer £8,950 inc VAT (in European Redwood) |19

Crown Guinevere (redwood)



We had our pavilion delivered and built last 
Tuesday and would like to thank you for the 
product and service.
Ever since I retired, we have had a lot of work 
done on our house and have not come across a 
company that not only delivered an excellent 
product but also provided an informative service 
between ordering and delivery.

We look forward to enjoying our pavilion and wish 
your company success in the future.

Judy & Terry Hanley

“
Crown Bespoke Service enables you to explore and design your ultimate outdoor building, whether it is 
a luxury garden room, a bespoke pool house or gym, a practical and stylish garden office or our latest 
innovation, a cinema bar.

We work alongside you, always incorporating your vision and ideas. Working with your garden space, our 
experienced design team will help you develop your dream pavilion.

Crown Bespoke Service
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Crown bespoke gym Crown bespoke garden room

”
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Crown bespoke garden room with hot tub
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Design & Build                    Extensions                    Renovations

Why choose us
Crown Bespoke Developments design and carry out high-end renovation works, 
home extensions and refurbishments from concept to completion. We approach 
each project with the same passion, enthusiasm and attention to detail that ensures 
our clients are thrilled with the results. From loft conversions to new builds, Crown 
Bespoke Developments complete projects to the highest possible standard.

With a Crown home extension, refurbishment or renovation, you are assured of 
a build that is finished to the highest standards and complies with all approved 
codes of practice and building regulations.

Each individual project is a labour of love. From designing and fitting luxury 
bathrooms and kitchens to stunning home extensions and complete refurbishments, 
every job is carried out with the same thorough care as if we were working on 
our own homes. It’s because of this exacting ethos that most of our work comes 
through referrals and repeat business.

Crown Bespoke Developments is also flexible. We can supply architect’s drawings 
or work alongside your own architect focusing on the build side only, whichever 
you prefer.

On our website, you will find images of just a few of the many building projects 
we have undertaken in recent years, which will hopefully give you a flavour of the 
quality and attention to detail that we are recognised for.

Finally, we understand that building work can be disruptive at the best of times 
and this is why it’s even more important for us to ensure that we do our level best 
to ease any stress and make the experience as straightforward and hassle-free as 
possible for our clients. 



Our story
The directors of Crown Bespoke Developments began 
their careers as carpenters, working on high-end projects 
throughout London before starting their sister company, 
Crown Pavilions, a company that specialises in creating the 
world’s finest garden rooms.

Crown Pavilions’ reputation as a global leader inspired the 
directors to return to their roots: bricks and mortar house 
building, and so Crown Bespoke Developments was born.

Today, Crown Bespoke Developments has a dedicated 
team of specialist tradesmen that are worth their weight 
in gold. Our philosophy is simple; we believe in a solid 
partnership with our clients based on mutual respect, 
good communication at every stage of the project and 
always delivering on our promise of excellence in product, 
service and aftercare.

Most important of all, we don’t just talk about great 
products, great communication and great service, we 
really do live up to these promises. It’s a winning formula 
that’s made Crown Pavilions a global leader and now 
clients of Crown Bespoke Developments can enjoy the 
same exceptional quality and service.

How it works
Our philosophy has always been to keep things simple, 
efficient and as transparent as possible for our clients. This 
means that our focus is always on what matters – delivering 
on our promise of exceptional quality and service. 

1. Initial meeting 
The process starts with an initial no-obligation meeting 
with one of our directors and our head of build. At this 
meeting we’ll discuss your ideas, whether you require a 
new build residence, large extension, house renovation 
or loft conversion. It’s a great opportunity for clients to 
ask questions and get a feel as to whether we’re the right 
people for the job.

We’ll also discuss whether you would like to use our own 
architect or your own. Either way is absolutely fine with us 
and if you decide to use ours, we’ll make arrangements to 
introduce you.

2. Quotation
Once we have the architect’s drawings we can put together 
a comprehensive quotation and tender based on a detailed 
schedule of works which details exactly what the project 
entails and how the costs have been allocated. This level 
of detail allows clients to decide if anything needs to be 
revised at this early stage.

3. The finer details
If the client decides to go ahead, we’ll set up a further 
meeting to discuss things like lead times, access to site, 
working times, our health and safety policy and so on. 
Once everything is agreed, we’ll arrange for our builders 
to start work.

Our team of builders are always polite, approachable and 
willing to explain what they are doing and why. More than 
anything, our builders understand that they are working in 
people’s homes and will pull out all the stops to minimise 
disruption, keep things tidy and generally make the process 
as stress-free as possible for the client.

New Builds by Crown Bespoke Developments
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Design & Build by Crown Bespoke Developments
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CROWN PAVILIONS SHOW SITE

PHONE +44 (0) 1491 612 820
MOBILE +44 (0) 7828 986 035

EMAIL sales@crownpavilions.com
WEBSITE www.crownpavilions.com

ADDRESS Tendercare, Southlands Road, 
 Denham, Uxbridge, 
 Middlesex UB9 4HD

CROWN PAVILIONS HEAD OFFICE

PHONE +44 (0) 1491 612 820
MOBILE +44 (0) 7828 986 035

EMAIL sales@crownpavilions.com
WEBSITE www.crownpavilions.com

ADDRESS 6b Lys Mill, Watlington,
 Oxfordshire OX49 5EQ


